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pmc Solutions:

pmc CONNECT

A Honda Certified Solution
Our EDI solution covers all required elements to successfully 
integrate customers, suppliers, carriers and banks. If you have 
to deal with Honda, GM, Ford, Chrysler, Paccar, Toyota, Nissan, 
SIA, (to name a few) and integrated barcode labeling and 
scanning... we have a solution for you.
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Overview Features Benefits

Our pmcConnect 
solution is based on 15+ 
years implementing SAP 
ERP in the automotive 
and manufacturing 
industry. This gives 
us the unique skill 
set building and 
maintaining a fully SAP 
ERP integrated but still 
modular EDI solution. 

Project and Program Management:
Project Management tools get used throughout every EDI deployment 
project.

Analysis and MRS:
We understand not only the technical side of EDI, but also how it has to 
function in your SAP ERP environment. Every trading partner transaction 
set combination has its unique MRS (mapping requirement specification) 
document.

Mapping:
Either we can do the EDI Mappings using our vast template library built on 
GXS TLE (inovis), or we can work with your Translation supplier using our MRS 
documents.

Customer specific business logic packages:
Every customers sends you different EDI contents which results in various 
business logic requirements being applied to EDI data. We have built 
business logic packages which reside in SAP as rule based setups to cover all 
of the customer requirements.

SAP Application Integration:
Not only do we bring in EDI messages from the customer, we are also the 
experts in how they have to be integrated in the various SAP Applications 
(Orders, Scheduling Agreement, 3rd Party, JIT calls, etc.)

SAP Add-on’s:
Specific pmc add-on’s, like the Shipping Cockpit and the Logistics Execution 
Cockpit bring additional required functionality to the backend customer 
processes. These ensure a checks-and-balances for the vital EDI outbound 
processes. 

Reduce risk for your 
SAP deployment

Don’t do custom 
development... we 
already have done the 
development for you

SAP Integration skill 
set

Honda Certification 

pmcCONNECT


